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Outline of the talk
 Encoding a complex writing system
 Hieroglyphic sign-lists
 Palaeographical project: AKU
 Unicode
 OCR for hieroglyphs
 Digital corpora
 Digital editions
 Annotated corpora
 Text alignment
 Towards a greater interoperability between projects
 Interchange format for ancient Egyptian texts
 Linked open (meta)data and ontologies
 Data model
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Encoding a complex writing
system
Hieroglyphic sign-lists
Palaeographical project: AKU
Unicode
OCR for hieroglyhs
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Sign-lists & palaeography
 The Thot Sign-List (TSL)
 The AKU project
 Unicode
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The Thot Sign-List
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The Thot Sign-List
Berlin Sign list 
1935-1939
Planned as supplement to the Wörterbuch
– “Dictionary of Spellings”
(see foreword in Belegstellenband 5, 1953) 
Concordances to inventories of signs 
Gardiner: G
Reichdruckerei: R  (Theinhardt)
Möller: M I/II
and several texteditions
Sign list in the net via 
http://aaew.bbaw.de/archive/berliner-
zeichenliste-1935-39
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Sign-lists & palaeography
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The Thot Sign-List
Wb. 3, 286 
ḫn.w and ḫn.wt
(references 7, 11)
Berlin sign-list, 
page A3  
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Sign-lists & palaeography
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The Thot Sign-List
Hornung & Schenkel’s sign-list
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The Thot Sign-List
Hornung & Schenkel’s sign-list
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The Thot Sign-List
+
Sign-lists & palaeography
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The Thot Sign-List
TSL features
- Structured
- Referenced
- Available as linked 
open data for annotated 
corpora and other 
projects (like AKU, etc.)
Forthcoming
- Collaborative website
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Sign-lists & palaeography
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The AKU project (https://aku.uni-mainz.de)
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Sign-lists & palaeography
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The Thot Sign-List ⟹ Unicode
http://sinuhe.foreverhost.us/?i=1
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Sign-lists & palaeography
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The Thot Sign-List ⟹ Unicode
+
OCR of hieroglyphic texts
16
A proof of concept on handwritten transcriptions
M.-J. Nederhof. 2015. OCR of handwritten transcriptions of Ancient Egyptian
hieroglyphic text. In Altertumswissenschaften in a Digital Age: Egyptology, 
Papyrology and beyond, proceedings of a conference and workshop in Leipzig, 
November 4-6, 2015.
+Digital Editions
Deir el-Medineh Online & the Karnak Project
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Digital editions
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Deir el-Medineh Online
http://dem-online.gwi.uni-muenchen.de
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Deir el-Medineh Online
+
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+
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Deir el-Medineh Online
+
Digital editions
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Deir el-Medineh Online
+
Digital editions
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The Karnak Project
+
Digital editions
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The Karnak Project
http://www.cfeetk.cnrs.fr/karnak/
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Digital editions
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The Karnak Project
+
Digital editions
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The Karnak Project
+Annotated corpora
TLA, Ramses Online, Karnak cachette
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Annotated corpora
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Thesaurus Linguae Aegyptiae
 The Thesaurus Linguae Aegyptiae is a publication platform made available on the 
Internet by the Project Structure and Transformation in the Vocabulary of the Egyptian 
Language (former Ancient Egyptian Dictionary Project) at the Berlin-Brandenburg 
Academy of Sciences and Humanities. 
 First released for general use on the 31st of October 2004, with the aim to provide 
access to Ancient Egyptian texts in transliteration (ca. 1 400 000 occurrences; from 
OEg to Dem. and Ptol.).
http://aaew.bbaw.de/tla/index.html
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Annotated corpora
 Lemmatization and morphological annotation of the text material allow for specific research 
from lexical, philological, linguistic, and historico-cultural points of view. All texts come with 
running translations.
Thesaurus Linguae Aegyptiae
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Annotated corpora
 Lemmatization and morphological annotation of the text material allow for specific research 
from lexical, philological, linguistic, and historico-cultural points of view. All texts come with 
running translations.
 Each token is linked to an entry in the lemma-list
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Annotated corpora
 Lemmatization and morphological annotation of the text material allow for specific research 
from lexical, philological, linguistic, and historico-cultural points of view. All texts come with 
running translations.
 Each token is linked to an entry in the lemma-list
 The texts and documents are described by metadata
Thesaurus Linguae Aegyptiae
+
Annotated corpora
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Thesaurus Linguae Aegyptiae
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Annotated corpora
 Thesaurus Linguae Aegyptiae
 Ramses Online
33
+
Annotated corpora
Goal
 Build a richly annotated corpus of Late Egyptian texts
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The Ramses Project
1000- 3000 - 2000 - 1000 0
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Annotated corpora
Goal
 Build a richly annotated corpus of Late Egyptian texts
 Useful both for philologists and linguists
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The Ramses Project
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Annotated corpora
JAVA software (MySQL – texts stored in XML)
 LexiconEditor
 TextEditor
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The Ramses Project
+
Annotated corpora
What kind of data?
 Hieroglyphic spellings
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The Ramses Project
+
Annotated corpora
What kind of data?
 Hieroglyphic spellings
 Lemmatization and morphological annotation
 Textual criticism
 Translation (French / English)
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The Ramses Project
+
Annotated corpora
SyntaxEditor
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The Ramses Project
+
Annotated corpora
SyntaxEditor
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The Ramses Project
+
Annotated corpora
History
 2006-2017
The Ramses Project
+
Annotated corpora
Corpus
 Number of texts (4837)
The Ramses Project
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Annotated corpora
Corpus
 Number of tokens (543.769)
The Ramses Project
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Annotated corpora
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Ramses Online (ramses.ulg.ac.be)
+
Annotated corpora
 Responsive website based on Bootstrap
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 With powerful linguistic searching capabilities
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Ramses Online (ramses.ulg.ac.be)
+
Annotated corpora
 Responsive website based on Bootstrap
 With powerful linguistic searching capabilities
 In interaction with its users
 Fully glossed and translated
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Ramses Online (ramses.ulg.ac.be)
+
Annotated corpora
 Thesaurus Linguae Aegyptiae
 Ramses Online
 Cachette Karnak
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+
Annotated corpora
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Cachette Karnak
+
Annotated corpora
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Cachette Karnak
Cairo, Egyptian Museum
+
Annotated corpora
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Cachette Karnak 
http://www.ifao.egnet.net/bases/cachette/
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Annotated corpora
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Cachette Karnak
+
Annotated corpora
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Cachette Karnak
 Text Corpus interoperable with other digital corpora
 Taking into account the relations between texts and objects
 Main focus is prosopographical data
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Annotated corpora
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Xefee – XML Editor for Ancient Egyptian Epigraphy
 User-friendly interface for TEI/Epidoc encoding (Java app)
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Xefee – XML Editor for Ancient Egyptian Epigraphy
 User-friendly interface for TEI/Epidoc encoding (Java app)
 Text editor
+
Annotated corpora
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Xefee – XML Editor for Ancient Egyptian Epigraphy
 User-friendly interface for TEI/Epidoc encoding (Java app)
 Encoding of familial relationships
+
Annotated corpora
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Xefee – XML Editor for Ancient Egyptian Epigraphy
 User-friendly interface for TEI/Epidoc encoding (Java app)
 TEI/Epidoc export
+Alignement of parallel texts
A challenge ahead
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Alignement of parallel texts
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http://rosettastone.hieroglyphic-texts.net
+
Alignement of parallel texts
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+
Alignement of parallel texts
 M.-J. Nederhof. 2008. Automatic alignment of hieroglyphs and transliteration. In 
N. Strudwick, editor, Information Technology and Egyptology in 2008, Proceedings of 
the meeting of the Computer Working Group of the International Association of 
Egyptologists, pages 71-92, Vienna, July 2008. Gorgias Press.
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Alignement of parallel texts
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Challenge ahead: e.g., The Satire of the Trades
+
Towards greater interoperability 
between projects
TEI/Epidoc specification for sharing ancient
Egyptian texts
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TEI/Epidoc specification for 
sharing ancient Egyptian texts
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 Collaboration of
 Laurent Coulon (EPHE – Paris)
 Frederik Elwert (CERES – Bochum)
 Emmanuelle Morlock (HiSoMA – CNRS)
 Stéphane Polis (F.R.S.-FNRS – Liège)
 Vincent Razanajao (ULg – Liège)
 Serge Rosmorduc (CNAM – Paris)
 Simon Schweitzer (BBAW – Berlin)
 Daniel A.Werning (EXC Topoi – Berlin)
Block statue of Ḥr (III), son of Nsr-Jmn. Cairo CG 42230
‘Ideal’ document
/TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/
sourceDesc/
msDesc/msIdentifier/
msName
‘artefactual’ object
/TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/
sourceDesc/msDesc/
msPart
× 1 as 1 single object
Writing supports
/TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/
sourceDesc/msDesc/
physDesc/objectDesc/
supportDesc/support/list
/item
× 5 for front, rear, 
upper, left & right sides
Text layouts
/TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/s
ourceDesc/msDesc/
physDesc/objectDesc/
layoutDesc
Figures 
/TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/
sourceDesc/msDesc/
physDesc/decoDesc
© CGC Legrain
Abstract texts
/TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/
sourceDesc/msDesc/
msContents/msItem
× n for as many text
characterizations as 
wishes
dy m ḥsw.t n.ṯ ḫr nswt n 
ḥm-nṯr n Ỉmn m Ỉp.t-sw.t 
ḥry sšw ḥw.t-nṯr n pr Ỉmn
Ḥr mȝ‘ ḫrw sȝ mỉ nn Ny-
se-r-Ỉmn mȝ‘ ḫrw sȝ mỉ nw
Ḥr mȝ‘ ḫrw
Granted by 
royal favour to 
the prophet of 
Amun in 
Karnak, Chief 
of the 
Scribes…
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A maximal TEI template and schemas are 
available on Thot Project website:
http://thot.philo.ulg.ac.be/tei/index.html
+
Name Type Data sample and/or source Use
Title types ODD ancient, modern /TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/sourceDesc/msDesc/msContents/msItem/msItem/title/@type
Bibliographical types ODD Monograph, Article /TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/sourceDesc/msDesc/additional/listBibl/bibl/@type
Bibliographical 
subtypes
ODD in a periodical, i a collected 
volume
/TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/sourceDesc/msDesc/additional/listBibl/bibl/@subtype
Reference types ODD oeb, Aigyptos /TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/sourceDesc/msDesc/additional/listBibl/bibl/ref/@type
Title level types ODD TEI /TEI/teiHeader[1]/fileDesc[1]/sourceDesc[1]/msDesc[1]/additional[1]/listBibl[1]/bibl[2]/title[1]/@level
biblScope types ODD Issue, page, col. /TEI/teiHeader[1]/fileDesc[1]/sourceDesc[1]/msDesc[1]/additional[1]/listBibl[1]/bibl[3]/biblScope[1]
Bibliographical types ODD Monograph, Article /TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/sourceDesc/msDesc/additional/listBibl/bibl/@type
Hand style types ODD Calligraphic cursive /TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/sourceDesc/msDesc/physDesc/handDesc/handNote/@script
Role types ODD Finder, Buyer, Seller /TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/sourceDesc/msDesc/msPart/history/provenance/persName/@role
/TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/sourceDesc/msDesc/msPart/history/acquisition/listPerson/person/persName/@role
Types of list of people ODD Editorial, peopleInDocument, 
deitiesInDocument
/TEI/teiHeader/profileDesc/particDesc/listPerson/@type
Revision status types ODD TEI /TEI/teiHeader/revisionDesc
Text div types ODD edition, translation, apparatus, 
commentary
/TEI/text/body/div/@type
Text line orientations ODD verti-left-to-right, horiz-left-to-
right, verti-right-to-left, horiz-
right-to-left
Supplied ODD Not in EpiDoc :
Idealized, conjecture, 
haplography
/TEI/text/body/div/div/ab/s/w//supplied/@reason
rend for seg ODD Cartouche /TEI/text/body/div/div/ab/s/seg/@rend
Type of seg ODD oval, serekh, hwt /TEI/text/body/div/div/ab/s/seg/@type
Subtypes of seg ODD full, opening, closing /TEI/text/body/div/div/ab/s/seg/@subtype
Text location types THS + 
ODD
/TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/sourceDesc/msDesc/msContents/msItem/locus/@scheme
/TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/sourceDesc/msDesc/physDesc/objectDesc/supportDesc/support/list/item/@ana
Language types THS + 
ODD
Old Egyptian, Middle Egyptian, 
Late Egyptian
/TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/sourceDesc/msDesc/msContents/msItem/msItem/textLang/@mainLang
/TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/sourceDesc/msDesc/msContents/msItem/msItem/textLang/@otherLangs
/TEI/teiHeader/profileDesc/langUsage/language/@ident
/TEI/teiHeader/profileDesc/particDesc/listPerson/person/persName/@xml:lang
Script types THS + 
ODD
Hieroglyphic, hieratic, demotic /TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/sourceDesc/msDesc/physDesc/scriptDesc/scriptNote/@scriptRef
Writing tool THS + 
ODD
Qalam, cisel /TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/sourceDesc/msDesc/physDesc/scriptDesc/scriptNote/@medium
Material THS + 
ODD
Eagle /TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/sourceDesc/msDesc/physDesc/objectDesc/supportDesc/support/material/@ref
Preservation state 
types
THS + 
ODD
Eagle /TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/sourceDesc/msDesc/physDesc/objectDesc/supportDesc/condition/rs/@ref
Text types THS Documentary, literary, /TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/sourceDesc/msDesc/msContents/msItem/@ana
Object types THS Statue, ostracon, papyrus, 
temple wall, doorjamb
/TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/sourceDesc/msDesc/physDesc/objectDesc/supportDesc/support/objectType/@ref
Dates THS Dynasty 18, Amenhotep III, 
Roman Period
/TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/sourceDesc/msDesc/history/origin/origDate/date/@datingPoint
Types of provenance THS Excavations, market /TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/sourceDesc/msDesc/history/provenance/@type
/TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/sourceDesc/msDesc/msPart/history/provenance/@type
Repositories THS Egyptian Museum Cairo, Louvre /TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/sourceDesc/msDesc/msPart/msIdentifier/repository/@ref
Inv. numbering types THS JE (Cairo Museum), CG (Cairo 
Museum)
/TEI/teiHeader/fileDesc/sourceDesc/msDesc/msPart/msIdentifier/idno/@type
+
Towards greater interoperability 
between projects
Metadata for sharing ancient Egyptian resources
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Metadata for sharing ancient Egyptian
resources
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 Projects are basically dealing with the same kind of data (the 
texts themselves) and metadata, i.e. data about the texts and 
the objects on which they are written.
 But having their own methodology and research questions, 
they have developed their own system, both in terms of data 
and as to the way they implement them
 major problems in data sharing and interoperability 
between projects
+
Many thesauri are required
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Focus Thesaurus Data sample Existing resources
Object Object types ‘Statue’, ‘ostracon’, ‘papyrus’, ‘temple wall’, 
…
MET, Eagle, 
Material Limestone, granit MET, Eagle
Preservation state types ‘Complete’, ‘broken’, … MET, Eagle
Text Text types ‘Documentary’, ‘literary’, … MET, 
Canonical Texts ‘Tale of Sinuhe’, ‘Book of the Dead’, … Ø
Language types ‘Old Egyptian’, ‘Middle Egyptian’, ‘Late 
Egyptian’
MET
Script types ‘Hieroglyphic’, ‘hieratic’, ‘demotic’ MET
Hand style types ‘Calligraphic cursive’, … MET
Writing tool ‘Qalam’, ‘chisel’ MET
Space & Time Provenance Current and past archaeological sites MET, Pleiades, TM (?), 
TopBib
Types of provenance ‘Excavation’, ‘market’ MET
Present location (Current) sites and repositories MET (TM (?))
Ancient places Memphis, Elephantine, Sema-Behedet Pleaides, TM (?), TopBib
Writing location
Dates ‘Dynasty 18’, ‘Amenhotep III’, ‘Roman 
Period’, …
MET, TM
Text encoding Ecdotic marks TEI/Epidoc collaboration
Bibliography References Černý , J. and A.H. Gardiner, Hieratic 
Ostraca, Vol. I, Oxford, 1957.
OEB, DeM, TopBib
Types of reference Journal, Collected Volume, Monograph TEI, OEB
DeM – Deir el-Medineh
Database
http://dem-online.gwi.uni-
muenchen.de
Eagle:
http://www.eagle-network.eu/
MET: Multilingual
Egytpological Thesaurus 
(discontinued)
OEB – Online Egyptological
Bibliography
http://oeb.griffith.ox.ac.uk/
Pleaides: 
https://pleiades.stoa.org/home
TM - Trismegistos: 
http://www.trismegistos.org/
TopBib – Topographical
Bibliography
http://topbib.griffith.ox.ac.uk
+
Thesauri – Current resources
 MET- Multilingual Egyptological Thesaurus
 Published in 1988 and now partly outdated
 No ‘official’ digital version
 Deir el-Medineh Database (http://www.leidenuniv.nl/nino/dmd/dmd.html)
 Trismegistos (http://www.trismegistos.org)
 Good for papyrology but less for epigraphy
 Datamodel underpinning not very solid (document/witness, ancient/modern 
places…)
 List compiled by D. Werning
https://wikis.hu-berlin.de/annotated_text_databases/Main_Page
 TopBib (http://topbib.griffith.ox.ac.uk)
 OEB – Online Egyptological Bibliography (http://oeb.griffith.ox.ac.uk not 
open data)
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+
Thot – THesauri & OnTology for Documenting
Ancient Egyptian Resources
 Thot Project is an emanation of two workshops held in Liège (March 
2015) and Berlin (April 2015)
 Compile and curate the data gathered so far by the partners of the 
different projects
 Extend and consolidate the contents:
 Building on existing material
 Using the current best practices in thesauri development
 Following the recommendations and approach of the Semantic Web 
and Linked Open Data
 Develop a platform and APIs where these data will be made 
available online for the collaborators of the involved projects as 
well as for any interested people.
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Thot – THesauri & OnTology for Documenting
Ancient Egyptian Resources
 Java application for curating data
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+
Thot – THesauri & OnTology for Documenting
Ancient Egyptian Resources
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 Data is pushed online as xml in an Exist-db database
+
Thot – THesauri & OnTology for Documenting
Ancient Egyptian Resources
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ISO standard (ISO-25964-1) requirements
• Preferred terms
• Alternative terms for each concept
• A scope note, providing a clear and distinctive definition 
of the concept.
• Reference(s) to broader and/or narrower term(s)
• Reference(s) to related concepts, i.e. concepts that can be 
associated to another not on a hierarchical but 
semantic ground.
• A scheme note, which is intended to provide information 
about the sources used and the collaborators involved in 
the collection of terms.
http://thot.philo.ulg.ac.be
+ 81
Multilingual thesaurus:
English, French and German, and in a near future, 
Arabic
+ ‘XML term’ to be used as xml/TEI attribute values
http://thot.philo.ulg.ac.be
Thot – THesauri & OnTology for Documenting
Ancient Egyptian Resources
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ISO standard (ISO-25964-1) requirements
+ project specific data
• One or several date ranges, if applicable (e.g. pharaoh 
reigns).
This kind of information is not required by the ISO 
Standard, but highly desirable for this project, so that 
the full temporal dimension of the text production 
involved in the digital text corpora can be taken into 
account.
http://thot.philo.ulg.ac.be
Thot – THesauri & OnTology for Documenting
Ancient Egyptian Resources
+ 83
SKOS
<skos:Concept xml:id="thot-163"
rdf:about="http://thot.philo.ulg.ac.be/concept/thot-163">
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="en">Djoser 
Netjerikhet</skos:prefLabel>
<skos:prefLabel xml:lang="fr">Djéser</skos:prefLabel>
…
<skos:inScheme
rdf:resource="http://thot.philo.ulg.ac.be/thesaurus/dating/"/>
<skos:broader
rdf:resource="http://thot.philo.ulg.ac.be/concept/thot-162"/>
<tei:listBibl>
<tei:bibl>
<tei:ptr target="#thotbiblio-15">Ćwiek 2008</tei:ptr>
<tei:citedRange>103</tei:citedRange>
</tei:bibl>
<tei:bibl>
http://thot.philo.ulg.ac.be
Thot – THesauri & OnTology for Documenting
Ancient Egyptian Resources
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SKOS
+ other spacename entities
<time:TemporalEntity>
<periodo:earliestYear>-2650</periodo:earliestYear>
<periodo:latestYear>-2580</periodo:latestYear>
<dcterms:source>
<tei:listBibl>
<tei:bibl>
<tei:ptr target="#thotbiblio-15">Ćwiek 2008</tei:ptr>
<tei:citedRange>103</tei:citedRange>
</tei:bibl>
<tei:bibl>
<tei:ptr target="#thotbiblio-69">Seidlmayer 2006</tei:ptr>
<tei:citedRange>118</tei:citedRange>
</tei:bibl>
</tei:listBibl>
</dcterms:source>
</time:TemporalEntity>
</time:hasMember>
http://thot.philo.ulg.ac.be
Thot – THesauri & OnTology for Documenting
Ancient Egyptian Resources
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Geographical metadata: 
Ancient and modern Places
 Texts are everywhere in Egypt (walls of temples, tombs…; doors of 
private houses, warehouses…; statues, stelas, ostraca, papyri…
 Need of a fine granularity that makes possible references to 
precise sites, monuments and parts of monument;
 An ancient place name IS NOT a place:
 need of a clear distinction between ANCIENT and MODERN 
places:
 Ancient places to be bound to occurrences of place names in 
texts;
 Modern places to be bound to places of provenance of 
monuments;
 Existing resources:
 Trismegistos Places (and hence Pleiades): do not make the 
clear distinction between ancient and modern places and lack 
of fine granularity;
http://www.trismegistos.org/geo/
 TopBib – the Digital Topographical Bibliography of ancient
Egyptian hieroglyphic texts…
http://topbib.griffith.ox.ac.uk/
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Geographical metadata: 
The Digital Topographical Bibliography
 TopBib is the digital version of a 8 
volumes series compiling 
descriptions and bibliography 
about all the archaeological sites 
and monuments in Egypt and 
ancient Nubia
 Provides URIs for ALL modern 
sites and (in a near future) for all 
their content (sub-sites, 
monuments, artefacts…).
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http://topbib.griffith.ox.ac.uk//dtb.html?topbib=401-150
+
TopBib – The Digital Topographical
Bibliography (of Ancient Egyptian Texts)
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TopBib numbers will allow to refer to, and access easily:
• a specific site: e.g. Tuna el-Gebel: topbib-409-030
 http://topbib.griffith.ox.ac.uk//dtb.html?topbib=409-030
• a specifc monument, e.g. the tomb of Petosiris in Tuna el-Gebel: topbib-409-030-011-010
 http://topbib.griffith.ox.ac.uk//dtb.html?topbib=409-030-011-010
• A specific part of a monument, e.g. the West part of the Façade of this tomb: topbib-409-030-
011-010-030-011-010
 http://topbib.griffith.ox.ac.uk//dtb.html?topbib=409-030-011-010-030-011-010
• Or even an artefact found in the site, e.g. the Sarcophagus of Petosiris: TopBib 409-030-011-
010-080-010-011-010
 http://topbib.griffith.ox.ac.uk//dtb.html?topbib=409-030-011-010-080-010-011-010
+
Data model for modelling
ancient Egyptian writings
89
+
What kind of data model
 The original model (2006)
90
“The [documentary and textual] dimensions are incapable 
of disconnection: (…) they negatively constitute one another 
and (...) this consitution requires human agency at every 
step, from composition to reception.” 
(Eggert 2004: 169; see already Eggert 1998: 57)
+ The Thot data model (TDM) – material philology
S. Polis & V. Razanajao, 
“Ancient Egyptian texts in 
contexts. Towards a 
conceptual data model (the 
Thot Data Model - TDM)”, 
Bulletin of the Institute of 
Classical Studies 59/2, 2016, p. 
24-41.
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+ The Thot data model (TDM) – extension 1 – Text content
S. Polis, N. Sojic & V. Razanajao, “Towards a data model for (inter)textual relationships. Connecting 
Ancient Egyptian texts and understanding scribal practices”, Digital Scholarly Editing: Theory, 
Practice, Methods (ESTS 13 - DiXiT 3), 5-7 October 2016.
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+ The Thot data model (TDM) – extension 2 – Places 
(provisional!)
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+Thanks!
s.polis@ulg.ac.be
vrazanajao@ulg.ac.be
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